The State of Cybersecurity
and Digital Trust

In March 2016, HFS Research and Accenture
surveyed 208 enterprise security professionals
across a range of geographies and vertical
industry sectors.

Trust

Attainment of digital trust is driven
by how information and data
assets are both secured and used,
and it helps keep a digital brand
memorable and successful.

Digital trust is more important
than ever and cybersecurity is not
only expected by consumers, it’s
demanded in today’s trust-based
digital economy.

Insider Threat

of respondents having experienced attempted or successful
data theft or corruption by corporate insiders during the prior
12 months.
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• 69% have experienced theft or corruption of internal
corporate or user/consumer information by Internal threat
actors in the last 12 months
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• 28% have strong or critical concerns about threats from
contractors, ecosystem partners or service providers
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• 21% have strong or critical concerns about threats from
current or former employees.

However, over the next 18 months...

55%

• expect theft or corruption of internal corporate or
user/consumer information by Internal threat actors.

31%

• think there will be strong or critical concerns about
threats from contractors, ecosystem partners or
service providers.

28%

• think there will be strong or critical concerns about
threats from current or former employees.

Collaboration

The challenge is both the gap between where the industry is
today and where it needs to be tomorrow, as well as what
constitutes an acceptable cyber vetting process, and how
much transparency partners are willing to provide to others
within the extended ecosystem.

Collaboration will be critical to
achieving maximum value from
the extended cybersecurity team,
from core professionals to the
most remote user.

An enterprise is only as secure as
its least secure partner, a key point
in several major security breaches
over the past few years.

The solution to addressing this gap
is to properly vet the security and
infrastructure architectures of
partners, both before and after
joining the enterprise ecosystem.

Cost

stated budget as the biggest inhibitor to organisations security
provision.
What can an enterprise do to foster a culture of cybersecurity
and begin to move closer to a state of digital trust?
Recognize that state-of-the-art no longer applies to technology
but to an adaptive, evolutionary approach to addressing all
aspects of holistic security on an ongoing basis.
But how do we help build the trust required across a
collaborative environment, an environment which truly helps
create the best value for our business, without risking losing
our sensitive data and IP due to accidental loss caused by
insiders. All this delivered as a technology solution at a
scalable price for your enterprise.

You need
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